The Rent Collector

This fictional story, based on actual
accounts, follows a Cambodian family that
lives
at--and
makes
their
living
from--Stung Meanchey, the largest
municipal waste dump in all of Cambodia.
as her husband scavenge the dump for
things to sell, Sang Ly tries to find a way to
heal her ailing son. When she discovers
that the bad-tempered rent collector can
read, Sang LY begs the woman to teach
her. The unlikely relationship is the
beginning of a life-changing quest. It is a
story of hope, determination, and the
strength of family. It is the journey of one
woman to save her son and another
womans chance at redemption. It
demonstrates that even in a dump in
Cambodia--perhaps especially in a dump in
Cambodia--everyone deserves a second
chance.

59 quotes from The Rent Collector: Love ForeverIf I were the trees I would turn my leaves to gold and scatter them
toward the sky so they would ciBe the first to hear about new books and events! (If multiple book group members would
like to sign up, simply enter their emails into the comments space, withThe Rent Collector is the story of a young
mother, Sang Ly, struggling to survive by picking through garbage in Cambodias largest municipal dump. Under threat
The Rent Collector is the fictional story based on this real family as they desperately try to find a cure for their
chronically ill son, Nisay.The Rent Collector is a 1921 American silent comedy film featuring Oliver Hardy. Cast[edit].
Larry Semon as Larry, the Rent Collector Norma Nichols as Leader - 35 min - Uploaded by ProLiteracyThe Rent
Collector, by Camron Wright. This is the story of a young mother, Sang Ly, struggling Stories arent created in a
vacuumat least not mine. While The Rent Collector was inspired by the real-life journey of Sang Ly and Ki Lim, as
portrayed in thePrint the Reading Discussion Questions by clicking the icon to the right. Video comments from the
author for several of the questions are included below. The titular rent collectoran abrupt, bitter, angry woman named
Sopeap Sin, but whom everyone calls Cow turns out to be the graciousEditorial Reviews. Review. The written world
offers hope for a brighter future in Wrights The Rent Collector - Kindle edition by Camron Wright. Download it The
Rent Collector takes place in Cambodia in the aftermath of the Pol Pot / Khmer Rouge Communist regime. Sang Ly and
her husband,Start by marking The Rent Collector as Want to Read: Survival for Ki Lim and Sang Ly is a daily battle at
Stung Meanchey, the largest municipal waste dump in all of Cambodia. Camron Wright Its fiction, but inspired by the
modern day journey of Sang Ly, a real person who Camron Wright is raising funds for The Rent Collector, a new novel
on Kickstarter! An amazing story of redemption that takes place at StungWhen is the last time you had an author drop in
to visit with your book group? Now you can. Read The Rent Collector as a book group and Camron Wright will
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